PH: 9456 7000
HIRERS MUST:
-Be sensible & responsible
-Avoid shallow/rocky waters
-Avoid oyster leases

Engine
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-Return to the marina by due time (indicated
on receipt)
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HIRERS MUST NOT:
-Exceed 0.05 BAC limit
-Overload the boat
-Travel through moored boats
-Gut &/or scale fish in boat
-Exceed Hire Limits (see other side)
-Beach boat under any circumstances
-Tow other boats, kayaks, ski tubes etc.
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To stop engine simply engage neutral and turn key back
6. Steer boat by turning steering wheel
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8. If high pitched motor alarm sounds stop

engine immediately and notify the marina

FAILURE TO OBEY THESE RULES
MAY RESULT IN A FORFIET OF YOUR
DEPOSIT.
Anchor use:
1. Ensure anchor and rope are clear of
Arms/legs/belongings
2. Lower anchor into water
3. When rope is slack continue to allow
more rope out

Gear lever

Neutral position

4. Tie off rope on bow of boat
Safety:
•

Maximum 12 people on board
(including children)

•

Lifejackets are provided for
each person underneath seats

•

If consuming alcohol do not
exceed 0.05 BAC limit

In the event of an emergency:
1.

Put life jackets on

2.

Notify marina (9456 7000)

3.

Call ‘000’ for a medical
emergency

4.

Call ‘112’ if out of reception
for an emergency

5.

Call surrounding boats for
assistance

N
Time Back
to Marina
(Approx.)
1h 15mins

1 hour

50mins

35mins

25mins

12mins

Keep Well Clear and do
not enter any areas
marked in red
Important Notice
We have a duty of care to look after your wellbeing. If you have not returned to the marina by the finish time on your hire
boat receipt we are obliged to assume that you are having difficulties or are in trouble. Consequently we have to dispatch
our rescue boat to look for you. If we do this needlessly e.g. you have overlooked or misjudged the time, your bond will
be withheld.

